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• MDB,SMDB and Final 
Distribution Boards

• Synchronizing Panels
• Motor Control Center (MCC)
• Drawout Type Motor Control 

Center
• Control Panel
• Power Factor Correction 

Panels (Capacitor Bank)
• Automatic Transfer Switches 

(ATS) Panel
• Power Monitoring and 

Management System (PMMS) 
• Active Harmonic Filter (AHF)

TOP GCC ELECTRICAL SUPPLIERS

Power Distribution equipment solutions that 
enhance power reliability, safety, and effi-
ciency have always been the major factors 
that customers seek.  

On the safety front, demand for arc-flash 
safety technology continues to rise. Arc-resistant 
design engineered to contain arc blast energy is no 
longer limited to Medium Voltage Switchgear. The 
most widespread international Standard is the Techni-
cal Report IEC 61641 and it verifies the capability of 
the switchboards to meet some requirements typically 
linked to the operator safety under conditions of arc-
ing due to internal fault. Faisal Jassim low voltage 
switchboards Promaster are designed and certified 
to guarantee a protection against internal arcing by 
reaching arc withstand values up to 50kA for 0.3s. 
Promaster switchboards are tested and certified in 
compliance with the Standard IEC 61641 fulfilling all 
the seven criteria of the internal arc-proof verification 
test. This translates to enhanced safety around the 
entire  perimeter of the switchboard.

Another growing trend is the fast delivery require-
ments. Quick response and speedy deliveries are the 
main hallmarks of Faisal Jassim Promaster Division 
and it has also been the key success factor. With 

over 130 engineers and technicians and substan-
tial stock backed by an efficient production process 
ensures that any demanding projects schedules are 
adhered to.

Price is very important but it is not the only driver. 
In a market which is highly quality conscious clients 
and specifiers are interested in quality, reliability 
and type-tested product. In Promaster panels all 
the all major components like Breakers, Capacitors/
Reactors, Variable Frequency Drives are all from ABB-
Western Europe. To add to that all the panels have 
been type-tested as per IEC 61439-2 with stringent 
conditions like 50 deg. ambient, natural ventilation, 
and tested at unity diversity factor.

The partnership with ABB allows Faisal Jassim to 
provide high-quality products, the technical expertise 
enables it to provide innovative solutions, the efficient 
production team ensures fast delivery, modern testing 
equipment and highly qualified QC testing engineers 
ensures that all the panels rolled out of the fac-
tory is of the highest standards. Type-tested panels 
empower the company to supply safe and reliable 
panels. It takes pride in the fact that Promaster is 
reliable, type-tested, well proven, and fit for purpose 
solution for Low Voltage Panels requirement.

Faisal Jassim Switchgear Division

PROTECTION RE-ENGINEERED

PROMASTER 
OFFERS ONE OF 
THE BROADEST 
PORTFOLIO IN 

THE GCC MARKET, 
RANGING FROM:

Distributing power safely and efficiently 
with type-tested solutions


